CASE STUDY:
STEINBERG MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES GMBH

Come and hear the music play!
Nearly all famous musicians use today modern music
software. Moreover, often they use a product of
Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH, which since
2005 has been part of the Yamaha Group, the world's
largest manufacturer of classical and modern musical
instruments. The Internet also plays an important role
in the music business, especially for sales. For this
reason, Steinberg has also relied on the attractive
opportunities offered by online sales and has been
working successfully with the Karlsruhe-based
eCommerce provider asknet for many years.
In autumn 2007, the Hamburg-based music software
provider was looking into the question of how to use the
Internet as an additional sales channel. After the first
contact has been made at a trade show, Daniel Röper,
Head of eCommerce at Steinberg, asked the Karlsruhebased eCommerce specialists asknet about possible
solutions for his project. ‘We were looking for a partner with
whom we could successively implement an online shop for
marketing our hardware and software products’ recalls
Röper. They were not happy with the company that had
implemented the online business to this date: as it could
not provide a sufficiently international setup in view of the
further growth plans of Steinberg.

ABOUT ASKNET:

Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH
Steinberg has been offering professional
software and hardware for musicians
and producers in the music, video and
film industries since 1984. Steinberg has
since developed numerous
technological innovations that have
fundamentally changed the world of
music production. Today, with more
than 1.5 million users worldwide,
Steinberg is one of the world's largest
manufacturers of audio software and
hardware. Steinberg offers the right
tools for all aspects of modern digital
audio production, whether it is music
composition, mastering, audio
restoration, broadcast production, sound
design or audio post-production for film
and television. In addition, Steinberg
has been offering advanced license
management and copy protection
solutions for business customers since
2009. Steinberg Media Technologies
headquarter is in Hamburg and is part of
the international Yamaha Group.
More information:
www.steinberg.de
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The challenge:
Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH would like to intensify the distribution of its software and hardware
for musicians, producers and studios via the Internet and roll it out internationally. Steinberg no longer
feels well looked after by its previous eCommerce partner - especially with regard to future requirements
for a worldwide logistics and payment structure.

The start of a sucess-story

‘We wanted to
make sure
that we were
working with a
partner with
whom we
could grow
wonderfully.’
Daniel Röper, Head of eCommerce,
Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH
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As soon as Steinberg and asknet had exchanged ideas more intensively, it
was clear to both sides that they wanted to master the challenges and tasks
together in the future. The target date was sporting, because Steinberg
wanted to go ‘live’ with a new and modern online shop as early as April of the
following year. ‘We also managed to do this with a precision landing,’ says
Daniel Röper, Head of eCommerce at asknet. Christian Herkel, Vice
President Global Accounts at asknet, is also proud of the performance at that
time. After all, within just a few months it had been possible to implement
online sales of Steinberg solutions such as Cubase in German-speaking
countries. Just three months later, this concept was rolled out across Europe,
so that customers in Scandinavia, the Benelux countries, Great Britain,
France, Italy and Spain were suddenly able to purchase Steinberg products
via the Internet.
‘The main reason why we chose asknet at that time was the company's
international expertise. We wanted to make sure that we were working with a
partner with whom we could grow wonderfully,’ says Daniel Röper.
Expectations were not disappointed: his wishes were realized. The
Karlsruhe-based company for Steinberg now operated the entire logistics, tax
handling and customs requirements, and the Hamburg subsidiary of the
Yamaha Group was able to observe the boom in business via the Internet on
a daily basis. The cooperation is very harmonious and creative, both partners
say, and are convinced that this way of working will continue to be very
profitable in the future.
Today the cooperation can show numerous successes. Not only has it been
possible to successively set up a pan-European online shop from Germany
within only three months for such a special niche product as music software.
It has also been possible to establish the online sales channel alongside the
stationary trade. Two years later (2010), when Steinberg North America (a
separate department within Yamaha in the USA) separated from its previous
eCommerce partner, asknet was also involved here. ‘We had had very good
experiences and it was also very good that asknet already had a logistics
partner in the USA,’ Daniel Röper explains the decision.
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The solution:
Steinberg decides to change its sales strategy and modifies its product portfolio for online distribution. With asknet,
the company develops a modern online shop and a multi-stage rollout concept. asknet will handle all logistics and
payment tasks, allowing the Yamaha subsidiary to concentrate more on its core business.

The cooperation between Steinberg and asknet started with the classic box
business in the German-speaking region, was then rolled out throughout Europe
and supplemented with software downloads. Today, the eCommerce provider
ensures the smooth processing of box shipments in the most important European
countries as well as in the USA and is responsible for Steinberg downloads
worldwide.
The impressive sales figures speak for themselves: They prove that it was possible
to sell, deliver and bill boxes and downloads in parallel. In the meantime, the
proportion of software downloads has even increased significantly. In spring 2012,
for example, the Hamburg-based music specialist introduced a paid update of its
‘Cubase’ software brand for the first time, which could only be purchased as a
download. ‘We feared that problems could arise with these extremely high
download numbers. But asknet's server capacity was able to meet the enormous
demand wonderfully and our products could be delivered at any time without any
problems,’ reports the Head of eCommerce.
At Steinberg, the Karlsruhe-based IT company is valued above all because ‘it has
a suitable answer for everything’ and because of its renowned customer base and
many years of international experience, it can meet almost any customer
requirement. ‘The unique combination of extreme flexibility and absolute reliability
distinguishes asknet and was the decisive factor in our decision in favor of it,’ adds
Daniel Röper. Today, there are half-yearly meetings in which intensive planning
and design are carried out so that we are confident that we will be able to master
all the challenges that the sale of a niche product brings with it in the future.
Conclusion - Records in the chord
Within just five years, asknet has succeeded in developing the Steinberg online
shop into an established sales channel. In close cooperation, the web shop was
redesigned and rolled out within six months, initially in the DACH region and finally
throughout Europe. This success even led to asknet becoming responsible for
Steinberg North America's online business after only two years. The success
criteria were asknet's individual billing models, reliable logistics and sophisticated
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‘The unique
combination of
extreme flexibility and
absolute reliability
distinguishes asknet
and was the decisive
factor in our decision
to choose it.’
Daniel Röper, Head of eCommerce,
Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH

About asknet:
asknet’s eCommerce Solutions
Business Unit enables
international manufacturers to
successfully market their
products in over 190 countries.
The core product, asknet
eCommerce Suite, covers the
complete sales process and is
suitable for manufacturers of
both digital and physical goods.

